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About This Game

Inspired by the horror game Yume Nikki, Dreaming Sarah is a surreal adventure platformer game with puzzle elements, an
engaging environment, an incredibly diverse cast of characters, and of course, a young girl named Sarah.

Sarah has been on an accident and is in a coma. It's up to you help her wake up by exploring her dream world while collecting
items, talking to weird characters and exploring the world around her!

Key Features:

 Explore different areas, like a forest, a haunted mansion and even the moon.

 Collect gameplay-changing items, like an umbrella that helps Sarah glide around, a manifying glass that changes her size
and a necklace that turns her into a fish.

 Solve puzzles by paying attention to the scenery, taking notes and exploring the world around you.

 Get up to two different endings depending on what you have found or done.

 Visit old areas to find new things that appear as you progress in the game.
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Title: Dreaming Sarah
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Asteristic Game Studio, Anthony Septim
Publisher:
Asteristic Game Studio
Release Date: 12 Mar, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,Italian,Simplified Chinese,German,French
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Look, i've posted good reviews, i've posted bat ones, but this may be the only review that i've had trouble deciding on weather
it's good or bad. FFOW is a game that i bought for $5 because it was on sale. Although made in '08, FFOW presents us with
aspects ahead of it's time. I mean, i own Call of Duty: Black Ops 2, and i instantly saw aspects of that here. But honestly, the
only part that makes me indecisive here, is the fact that they seem to have canceled the multi-player. This may just be my own
computer, but it looks like it's over (As is the case with some other older FPS games, some of which would have had merit had
the designers bothered to keep the servers up) It is a nicly made game with good concepts, but all-in-all, 7/10.. This is a fun,
story-based adventure game. In a post-apocalyptic frozen wasteland, you must lead your adopted family of survivors. It is hard
to say much more without spoiling it, but it is very heavy on story. The gameplay is mostly about finding good spots to scavenge,
which is simple and typically easy. The battle system is strange but a nice change once you get the hang of it. Overall I can
definitely recommend this game!. I really didn't want to give this game a bad review.

I bought it the minute it came out. I was skeptical, but excited for something of a "The Culling" reboot. That was not what I, or
anyone else, got. This game is essentially an asset flip. Imagine the first "The Culling" with seven melee weapons and seventeen
different guns, all with bad recoil and poor balance.

Let me break it down for you, quick and simple:

-No First Person (Except when aiming)
-Janky Movement
-Gun-based combat
-PUBG Copy (Tiered Helmets, Armor, Backpacks)
-Awful Recoil
-Low Playerbase
-Too many complicated and useless attachments
-Perks are gun-oriented
-Stims are gun-oriented
-Graphics look horrible, somehow worse than the first "The Culling"
-No F.U.N.C
-No Crafting
-Seven Melee Weapons
-Seventeen Guns
-Poor Balance
-Poor Performance (980ti & i7 2600K)
-No indication if you're in/out of the safe zone
-Absolutely no clear weapon progression
-Awful camera angles (Especially inside buildings)
-"Finished Game."

Basically, the Xaviant devs misunderstood what made The Culling great. I believe they thought that the game show aspect with
the quirky announcer was what made it good. It wasn't. It was the melee-based combat. Nobody asked for another PUBG clone.
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Feels like a ♥♥♥♥♥♥ cash grab for anyone that still had faith in these devs. Nobody on this earth could expect a PUBG copy
to actually succeed in today's battle-royale saturated market.

Don't buy this game.. It's really stupid.

I love it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vm8DwS5d2KQ&feature=youtu.be. This game used to be awesome, a bit buggy but still
lots of fun, now you cant even get on to the servers. That a bunch of bull. I dont have annything more to say about the game. Its
not fun anymore. So... Dont download. Pretty game for couple evenings. Great soundtrack.. Very nice visuals and fun gameplay.
Not enough people playing it.

8\/10 for the game itself but 7\/10 because not many people playing.

GET THE GAME. Not much to say is there? If you wanna further support these guys on this great game, get the soundtrack!

Other than that, I do have to say the songs did make a great first impression of the mystical tower of Camera Obscura. Not
much comes of the music (and story) until the last level, but that's just where the gameplay makes up for it, instead.. Great
tower defense game, top shelf. I was going to play one or two missions and ended up playing for 6 hours. Very engaging, fun
and challenging. 9\/10 for me.. I put my time in.
Had four accounts.
The game just isn't fun.

The people that REALLY seem to enjoy themselves ingame all have aspergers.

Its a super sexy chatroom but good luck finding a topic to talk about with someone.
If you want to pretend to be a girl and cyber with a lonely guy - this is your game.

Trust me. I have all the time in the world and enough disposable income that I can buy whatever game and play it how I want. I
tried for years with this IRC game. The only enjoyment I can get out of it is from one person that gets all excited when I log in
and we trade youtube music links.

The game is magnificently beautiful. Forcing the players to design the game for them in real time is just boring as anything.

I'm GLAD people enjoy this. Its awesome 20 thousand people are always online playing.
But there is a reason why its not 20 million, my friend.
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Wife caught me playing this game and left me. Now I have more time to play video games instead of spending time with her.
10\/10. Would get divorced again.. There's a few glitches in the game that need to be ironed out and the lack of a proper ending
kind of stinks, but other than that I'd say this game is on the right track. The two complaints I do have can be easily fixed to get
this game running really smooth and the best experience possible. I'd say this game is some kind of combination of Five Nights
at Freddy’s mixed with Alien: Isolation. Once the couple of glitches are addressed such as a note displaying without the note text
or the camera angle being in a crouch perpendicular to the wall through a kill scene I'd say the game is properly priced. If a new
ending is introduced I'd love to go through it again to see it.. love the game, my only gripe is that when you die you drop all your
loot, so if you fall or die somewhere ( like in a pit like i did) that you cant access again your gear and gold is gone. 2 ugly
corvettes \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t. Action packed, easy to play game. 7.5/10. Great game as is with
even greater potential. Hours of fun, definitely worth getting. Something has to be done about the repetitiveness of replacing the
fuel cells though. I can see this particular task becoming way too much of a chore if not tweaked. It needs upgrade options for
better/larger fuel cells or increased fuel efficiency directly. Hopefully it's in the works.

Perhaps the whole process could be sped up a tad as well. I think the menu for upgrading, recycling, and building when at repair
stations should allow use during recycling and destocking. The best part about the many interactions available in the game is not
stopping and constantly working on your own efficiency in anticipating the next step and using both your hands at the same
time. Having the pauses in work flow make seconds seem like minutes. Of course the machine should take time to make and
recycle parts but allow me to use that "down time" to browse the parts list to consider my next upgrade or something. It should
be non-stop action down below to contrast the slow paced contemplation of the command bay.

Although lacking overall depth, the game has an engrossing level of interaction with parts within parts that need repair,
replacement, and upgrading. If they could expand the available interactions by possibly doubling the amount of variety, this
would be a 40+ hour game. At 3 hours in I still haven't explored the full complexity of all the systems but I have an appreciation
for the level they're at. It could use an additional layer to them but in being as hard as it is and that it's all a bit of a time trial, I'd
be more apt for the variety I mentioned earlier instead of increasing the system's complexity. How about just more of
everything! =). This was one of my favorite games growing up, and I'm happy to report that it lives up to the nostalgia. The
mechanics are simple and fun, there are a variety of options when it comes to ships and weapons, plus a fun storyline with a
twist that is totally ruined if you play the skirmish mode.. WILL YOU NEVER LEARN> STOP BUIYING THESE PIECE
OF♥♥♥♥♥♥GAMES>. This is an atmospheric, spooky little hidden-object game. In it, you wake in a hospital (perhaps a
mental hospital) that has become the new home for a bunch of demons from Hell. Literally. Apparently, someone decided to try
an old ritual and it went bad (don't they always?). And now, you have been chosen by a girl named Angel (or her spirit) to
reverse the situation.

Lucky you.

You will need to find all the items you need, though. I mean, you are dressed in a hospital gown...

The HO puzzles are a throwback to older games I played, where all the items are not listed immediately. Still, they are fun. And
the plot is engaging.

Worth the price.. This game is the bomb.
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